Abstract. By the method of Rio [10] , for a locally square integrable periodic function f , we prove (f (µ
f for almost every x and t > 0.
Introduction.
In this paper we are concerned with the law of large numbers (1) lim
where f is a function with period 1. By the criterion of Weyl [12] , (1) holds for any strictly increasing sequence {λ k } of real numbers satisfying λ k+1 − λ k ≥ δ > 0 and for all bounded Riemann integrable functions.
We are interested in extending this result to Lebesgue integrable functions. We now give a brief survey on studies in this direction.
Khintchin [4] conjectured that, in case λ k = k, (1) is valid for all indicator functions of Borel sets.
In case λ k = 2 k , Raikov [7] proved (1) for all f ∈ L 1 , where L p denotes the class of locally p-integrable functions with period 1. Later, Riesz [8] pointed out that it is an example of ergodic theorem.
Kac, Salem and Zygmund [3] 
Here s(n, f ) denotes nth sub-sum of the Fourier series of f and · 2 the L 2 -norm. Erdős [2] relaxed the condition to f − s(n, f ) 2 = O((log log n) −1−ε ). Moreover, he constructed a sequence with λ k+1 /λ k ≥ q > 1 and a square integrable function for which (1) fails to hold. This example shows that (1) cannot be expected to be valid for all integrable functions and sequences.
Assuming n f − s(n, f ) After all these and other studies, Marstrand [6] proved the existence of a bounded measurable function for which (1) does not hold for λ k = k, and at last disproved Khintchin's conjecture.
Bourgain [1] proved (1) for
When f ∈ L 1 and λ k = θ k , Rio [10] proved that (1) is valid for almost all θ > 1. By randomizing θ, the sequence {f (θ k x)} becomes tame and easy to analyze. This is the idea which Rio used to derive the above result. Note that the exceptional set in this and the following results depends on f , and we cannot conclude, for almost every θ > 1, that (1) is valid for every f ∈ L 1 . The purpose of this paper is to show that the idea applies to a wide variety of sequences, not only to the special sequence λ k = θ k . We actually have the following result.
Theorem. Suppose that a sequence of real numbers
From this theorem, we can derive the following result of Koksma's type.
is valid for almost every t > 0.
Proof.
We use the following inequality proved by Rio [10] :
for f ∈ L 2 , b > 1, k ≥ 1 and m > 0. The original proof by Rio deals with the case when m and k are integers, but we can see that it also works if we do not assume this. Note that the right hand side can be dominated by C b,β f By putting γ(k) = log µ k , we have
and hence
where
. By applying these estimates for the integral of the square of is summable in i, and hence we have
, C, and ε > 0. By using the following law of large numbers for a quasi-orthogonal sequence (cf. e.g. Stout [11, Th. 3.7 .3]), we have the law of large numbers
and applying Fubini's theorem, we have the second conclusion of the Theorem.
Moreover, if we put p = q = 2, take b > e η arbitrary, and choose β ∈ (0, 1/2) greater than η/(2 log b), then we see that µ −pβ log b i is summable in i, and hence we have
Following the argument of Rio [10] , which applies the result from [9] , we see that, if f ∈ L 1 , the law of large numbers holds on (b, b + 1) × [0, 1]. Therefore for a.e. a > e η , the law holds. Thus for a.e. t > η, (1) holds for λ 1 , the law of large numbers holds for almost every t > c. Since c > 1 is arbitrary, it holds for almost every t > 1.
